The first high-performance
social advertising hub on
Binance Blockchain connecting
advertisers with users, uniquely
backed by the power of an
existing Display Ad Network
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Introduction

The Binance Blockchain is a leading crypto to
cryptocurrency exchange where transactions are
made in more than a 500million cryptocurrency
and virtual tokens, including Bitcoin (BTC), Ether
(ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Dogecoin (DOGE), and a
couple of its own token B2B tokens. The
effective sale of digital assets on the Binance
blockchain requires the interaction of both
advertisers and users. Therefore, AdMonstar
seeks to bridge the gap and act as a connector
for the two parties, and it is a first-of-its-kind
high-performance social advertising hub on
Binance blockchain.
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We serve as a link between marketers and
users by placing adverts on our online
market forum, thereby creating a platform
for engagement between the two. We’re
uniquely backed by an existing display Ad
network. With their interaction with ads,
users will earn tokens called ADMR, which
they could stake. ADMR is a decentralized
and community-driven dividend platform
that offers value to advertisers and users
and can be passively earned.
Our platform will be used to support the
ecosystem; this will make a relatively scarce
platform and thereby improve the value
and avoid excess supply.
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Apart from being the first to create an
advertisement business to business (B2b)
platform built on Binance blockchain, it also
uses additional stakes and burns activities
coming in from an impeccable remuneration
system fueled by AdCoins.io.
Also, on the token's value mentioned earlier,
approximately 30% of each transaction both
for advertiser to AdMonstar and advertiser to
AdCoin.io will go towards staking power
within AdMonstar, supporting the $ADMR
token and making it scarce.
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Problem AdMonstar
seeks to solve

The gap between marketers06and users is the sole enemy of
the profitable cryptocurrency trade. Marketers strive to
reach a large number of users who will respond to their
offers in the most effective ROI-based way possible.
Therefore, they may pay in stable coins to publish their
adverts on AdMonstar’s online marketplace, effectively
allowing them to reach thousands of users. There is a
process in place to make sure that users do not ignore
these adverts.
On the other hand, users can transact directly without
being subject to the constraints of a centralized platform,
making them react only to adverts of their choice.
Therefore, the primary problem AdMonstar would be
solving is the promotion of the marketer’s advertisement
and assurance of users’ interaction with them. User
interaction will be guaranteed through a scheme of token
rewards.
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Value proposition

We have adopted a community-driven approach, utilizing
reward sites to stimulate user’s interest in interacting with
marketer’s adverts; this ensures that adverts are not
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merely ignored. None of the other established
advertisement channels that offer similar services currently
offer the staking and burning model that fuels the token
ecosystem. AdMonstar advertisers feed and stimulate the
token for users with staking and buy back or burning; this is
a unique innovation brought exclusively by this project.
It should also be noted that upon the launching of the
proposed AdMonstar market online platform, Adcoins.io
will stake 30% of each Business-to-business (B2B) client
sale on stable coins related to AdMonstar token, with the
long term intention of staking 100% of the sales of
AdCoins.io. We seek to leverage the fact that no other
rewards-based community site is powered by an existing ad
network as AdCoins.io will power AdMonstar. This keeps us
far ahead of peer competitors.
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Binance smart chain

The Binance smart chain is proven in the blockchain
universe. Blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of
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transactions that are duplicated and distributed across an
entire network of mutually interdependent computers
that is difficult to cheat, hack or change. Upon its
introduction, blockchain immediately became the bedrock
of global cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies present
unrivaled opportunities and undoubtedly colossal upside,
and they are becoming the leading financial platform and
alternative to fiat currencies. Binance smart chain is
unique as it can create new smart contracts and
sophisticated decentralized applications. Since the
Binance chain and Binance smart chain are built using
similar infrastructural design, they can communicate with
one another.
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Quick market figures

09 the Social Media
Research has revealed that
advertising market is the second-largest within the
digital advertising markets. The total global
revenue for this online market was 89.5 US billion
dollars as of 2019; this is expected to grow
exponentially to 138.4 US billion dollars in 2025 as
the world shifts from traditional fiat-based financial
systems to modern digital currencies. Similarly, the
Indian social media advertising industry is expected
to reach a value of INR 175.32 Bn by 2025.
Amazingly, it will expand at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of ~28.39% during 2020-2025.
This shows a great potential that all interested
investors must maximize; the future is here.
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The AdMonstar token

We plan a total
supply of
100,000,000
tokens, all of
which will not be
deployed at once

The unique
ticker symbol for
the token will be
ADMR
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Token type is
Bep20, and it
will run on the
Binance Smart
Chain Network

Tokenomics

This represents just 9.6%
of the total supply. With
time, more tokens would
be rolled out as the need
arises, giving due regard
to the realities in the
market and trade value of
the tokens

Out of the total supply of
100,000,000, only
9,600,000 will be the initial
circulating supply. This is to
ensure that the market is
not flooded with
oversupply, and it helps
maintain and regulate the
value of the token.

While we target the initial
diluted market Cap at just
$15,000, 000

The initial market cap
is $1,440, 000
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AdMonstar token

Tokenomics : AdMonstar

Total supply: 100,000,000
$ADMR
Ticker symbol: ADMRToken
type: Bep20, Binance Smart
Chain Network.

Total supply: 100,000,000
Initial Circulating Supply: 9,600,000
% of Total Supply: 9.6%
Initial Market Cap: $1,440,000
Initial Fully Diluted Market Cap:
$15,000,000

Funding Rounds
Round

Supply

Token

Seed

0.5%

500,000

0.08

40,000

Private
IEO

0.5%
5.5%

500,000
5,00,000

0.12
0.15

60,000
750,000

Price (USD)

Amount(USD)

( 1 )= 2% at TGE, thereafter balance over 48 months (linear)
( 2 )= Linear unvesting starting from 4th month for 21 months
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Our Team

Our team comprises financial experts and seasoned
advertisement professionals. Thus, we seek to
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achieve our goals by banking
on the variety and
depth of talents comprised of our team, ranging
from legacy advert pros to experts in the world of
cryptocurrency. This comprises seasoned
professionals of high reputations, including those
who are highly competent in financial products and
advert promotion. We seek to position ourselves as
advert promoters in such a way that cannot be found
elsewhere, even to outperform close peer and
already established competitors, handling our
customers and clients as partners who deserve none
less than world-class support and service.
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Vision

Our vision is to be the foremost
intermediary between marketers and
users, making many users respond to
adverts placed by marketers on our online
marketplace through the use of
decentralized and community-driven token
offers that can be passively earned and
used to support the ecosystem. Being the
pioneer in the value-driven token system
we lead, others may follow.
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Why invest

The rewards system by project token allows users
to invest in themselves, as they get rewarded by
engaging with adverts published by marketers.
This token reward aims to expand the users’ base
by keeping old users as partners while attracting
potential users. Our revenue source is diverse, and
an existing Ad network business uniquely backs
us. Token type is Bep20, and it will run on the
Binance Smart Chain Network, which is noted for
its security. Returns on investment are
guaranteed. We expect more profitable results
than current close peer service providers since we
offer unparalleled service.
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Revenue Model
Token Exchange Fee

Annual Subscription
Model

AdMonstar will earn on
tokens earned by users.
This will be done when
transfers are made out to a
third-party wallet or
Exchange. For this transfer,
the AdMonstar platform
will deduct a small % as a
transaction fee.

Marketers have two model
choices of payment as
subscription fees for our
platform. They may pay as
they advertise on AdMonstar
or pay a discounted annual
fee and receive a package
deal to reach users.

Income revenue
from Adcoins

Developer
Integration Fees
Advertisers can pay a token
development fee and
integrate their ad offering
on a dedicated page within
the AdMonstar ecosystem.

Advertiser Fees

Revenue can be generated
from Adcoins when an ad
network sells ads; each
purchase contributes a
supply of additional
stablecoin income to
AdMonstar for buyback and
burns ADMR tokens.

Advertisers pay the AdMonstar
platform in stable coins in order to
host their content and reach to
reach users.
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Road Map

Contract Creation
Whitepaper Completed
Website launch
Private sale
Public sale
AMA on large cryptocurrency
groups/crypto community

Q3, 2021

Public sale
Smart Contract Audit
Liquidity launch
Exchange Listing
Token launch
CoinMarketCap Listing
Additional Partnership
Announcements

Q4, 2021

Online marketplace platform
launch
AdCoins.io business revenue
model full integration

Q2, 2022
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Partnership

AdMonstar has a cornerstone strategic partnership with
Adcoins.io.
Additionally, AdMonstar is seeking out vital strategic
partnerships roadmap in China, India, and their respective
significant populations, as well as with established global
blockchain projects. Established blockchain project
partnerships provide mass user adoption opportunities
into the AdMonstar platform. In China, we target
partnerships incorporating AdMonstar with those running
nodes supporting the bitcoin blockchain, a percentage
will be granted to the node miners. A rate percentage is
earning $ADMR. In India, we target partnership with a
well-known Indian based blockchain project will provide
ADMR staking rewards to users of the Indian project.

www.admonstar.io
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